MobileNAV is THE ULTIMATE mobile solution for Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central / NAV

WMS.MobileNAV is a preconfigured solution for warehousing based on MobileNAV
Proof driven warehouse workflow solution based on MobileNAV

WMS.MobileNAV is THE ULTIMATE mobile solution for your Warehouse.

The application fully supports the warehousing workflow, which allows your warehouse employees to perform their tasks on mobile devices quickly and effectively, making paper-based working obsolete. Thanks to the state-of-the-art barcode reading registration, errors will totally disappear.

With the latest Workflow/Wizard behavior you can set up a workflow-driven user interface within minutes with mandatory scannable fields ensuring that you pick the right item from the right place.

The Inventory menu of the application allows you to track the items in your warehouse. You can access your up-to-date stock information (Bin Content, Serial No., Lot No., Expiration Date, etc.). You can start administering your Warehouse Put-aways and Warehouse Pick processes. You can handle both inbound and outbound processes (Warehouse Receipts/Shipments), as well as moving the items with Transfer Orders or Warehouse Movements.

With Barcode scanning devices your stock-taking process will be faster and easier.

You can access these functions in offline mode as well in case there is no wireless or mobile broadband connection in the warehouse.

---

Pre-configured modules

- Warehouse Picks;
- Warehouse Put-aways;
- Warehouse Receipts;
- Warehouse Shipments;
- Warehouse Item Journals;
- Warehouse Movements;
- Ad-hoc Movement;
- Transfer Orders;
- Item Reclass. Journals;
- Physical Inventory Journals;
- Item Management;
  - Inventory, Ledger Entries;
  - Bin Content;
Benefits

- Proof driven warehouse workflow;
- Cost effective Device Based Licencing;
- Real time stock information;
- Basic and Advanced WMS features;
- State-of-the-art Item Tracking;
- Online or Offline operation;
- Reliable and sophisticated barcode-reading;
- Smart Receipt Filtering;
- NFC;
- Smart scanning;
- Configurable function buttons;
- Can be easily customized for the specific needs of the company;
- Can be extended with additional functionalities on demand;
- The application utilizes the NAV business logic;
- Secure communication (NTLM, SSL);
- Improves efficiency of field workers;
- Replaces paperwork;
- Barcode label printing;
- Multi-lingual;
Platforms

- Mobile
- Windows CE
- Windows Embedded Handheld
- Android
- iOS
- Windows Phone
- Windows 8
- Windows 10

More informations

Please contact us for a demo version: contact@mobilenav.com

wms.mobilenav.com